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St Joseph’s College Knowledge Organisers

Why do we have knowledge organisers?
Your knowledge organisers help you to be successful in many ways. Firstly, they make clear the key elements needed 
in a topic to have an excellent understanding of it. If you know these elements, your teacher will help you to 

understand them.

What are my teachers’ expectations of me?
You should spend time at home learning information from your Knowledge Organiser. Teachers will test you once a 
week to make sure that you are able to recall the information on the Knowledge Organiser. Learning the information 

will also help you in completing the daily 5 a Day in lessons.

How will my teachers use them?
Teachers may ask you to spend time using them in lessons to revise aspects of the course. Research tells us that 

revision is a really good way of helping you make sure that the knowledge stays in your memory. Over time you will 
build on this knowledge to make sure that you know everything you need to for your subject. Sometimes you may have 
high stakes quizzes, where teachers will set a certain score that you have to reach to be successful. 

How will they help me revise?
When it comes to GCSEs, you have lots of information to remember. Your Knowledge Organisers will gradually build 
up this knowledge to help support you in year 11 so that when you revise, you are just recalling knowledge that you 

have already stored. Also, you will have practised lots of revision techniques whilst using your Knowledge Organisers 
which will help prepare you for the final exams.



Using a Knowledge Organiser Guide -

for Parents and Carers
What is a knowledge organiser?

A knowledge organiser contains all the important information from a particular topic, summarised in just a few pages. It includes key words, 

important facts, diagrams, methods and skills relating to the topic.

Why is it useful?

A knowledge organiser helps students to organise the content they need to learn. This makes it easier for them to remember the information 

and access the facts from their memory when they need to answer an exam question.

How can it beused?

The more memories are used, the stronger the memory becomes and the easier it is to access. For students, this means regular practice at 

retrieving the facts they have learnt and using them in a variety of ways. They could play games with the information, explai n the facts to 

someone, apply the information to a new situation or organise the knowledge organiser into a different format.

How can I help?

The knowledge organiser contains all the facts needed to test someone on the content from a topic. This is great because it means you can 

help someone revise content even if you haven’t  studied it yourself!

- You could ask your child some questions on the content, for example the definition of a few key words, or challenge them to 

draw a diagram from memory. Testing their knowledge with one or two questions a day can make a big difference to how much 

information they remember. Perhaps it could become part of the after dinner or breakfast routine.

- You could prompt your child to turn some of the information on the knowledge organiser into a different format; a word list could become 

flashcards, facts could be transformed into a mind map to show links between ideas, information could become a song, story or comic strip, 

a diagram could become a poster, a collage or a model.

- You could ask your child to teach you about something on the knowledge organiser. Having to explain information to someone 

else, and answer their questions about it, is a great way to reinforce their knowledge and identify areas they need to go bac k and 

revise again.

- You could suggest turning the information into a multiple-choice quiz, either on paper or using a website. This task requires them to 

process the information to write questions and come up with correct and incorrect answers. You could then use it to test thei r knowledge or 

to host a quiz with family or friends, either at home or online.



Top tips for learning and revising the 

information in your  knowledge organiser
Check the website for more subject specific revision information

Flashcards 

Mind maps 

Quotes 

Time lines 

Online flashcards 

Mnemonics
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Exploring a variety of Materials, Media and Techniques

Year 11 Half Term 2 - Surfaces

Colour Wheel 

Assessment objective
AO2 Refine work by 
exploring ideas, selecting 
and experimenting with 
appropriate media, 
materials, techniques and 
processes.



1. Which media and technique have you used successfully?

2. Which media would you like to explore next?

3. How can you refine your skills in using the media above?



1. Explain the different qualities between chalk and oil pastel?

2. When would you chose to use Charcoal and what qualities would you achieve?

3. Describe some of the things you need to remember when using Chalk?

4. How do you think you can refine / improve your use of Oil Pastel?
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In this topic we will look at the product life cycle, extension strategies and all four elements of the marketing mix as well as the design mix

Topic 2.2 Making Marketing Decisions

The Design Mix – Consists of 3 questions:

1. Function -what problem does the product or service solve?

2. Design/Aesthetics - how does the product look, feel, taste?

3. Cost/Economic -can the product be made (or service provided) for the right  price, so a profit 
can be made?

Extension strategies extend the life of the product before it  
goes into decline. Again businesses use marketing techniques to 
improve sales. Examples of the techniquesare:

1. Advertising – try to gain a new audience or remind the  

current audience

2. Price reduction – more attractive to customers

3. Adding value – add new features to the current prod-

uct, e.g. improving the specifications on a smartphone

4. Explore new markets – selling the product into new  

geographical areas or creating a version targeted at  

different segments

s. New packaging – brightening up old packaging or  

subtle changes

Product Differentiation - When a business 
make their products or services  different 
from the competition. 

This can be achievedthough:
1. Branding  
2. USP
3. Location 
4. Design

5. Customer Service
6. Quality  
7. Productmix

Pricing Strategies

Price skimming - A product is priced high to begin with as it has a  
desirability factor (novelty) that will mean customers will want it when 
it  is new. This price might be lowered later on.

Penetration pricing - means setting prices really low for a new product 
or  service to encourage sales and to persuade customers to try the 
product  for the first time. Then when customers like the product and 
have to keep  buying it, the business raises the price. Low prices should 
gain the  business more marketshare.

Cost-plus pricing - is worked out by calculating the total cost to 
produce  the product or service and then profit is added on top.

Competitor pricing - some products which are very similar (like  orange 
juice) will be priced very similar to close competitors. This  means that 
customers will have to judge a product or service on  "non-price" 
methods such as; quality of service, speed, extras.

Promotional Pricing - a product or service is offered for sale at a  
cheaper price for a limited time. Customers may also be offered free  
extras to encourage them to make a purchase.

Influences on Pricing Strategies

Technology– Technology now enables customers to quickly compare prices  
with competitors, businesses have to be wary of this. Technology also 
includes  the monitoring of web traffic, Amazon react to web traffic by 
increasing and  decreasing their prices continually depending on how many 
customers are  viewing their pages.

Competitors - If a business is operating in a market where there is lots 
of  choice and not much product differentiation then prices will be similar 
to other  firms. E.g. Petrol (product is the same everywhere).

Market Segments - Similar mass market products (e.g. eggs, milk) will
have low prices to encourage high sales volumes. Unique differentiated
products within niche markets are more likely to be sold for higher or
premium prices.

Product Life Cycle - where a product is on the product life cycle will 
influence  its price:

Introduction -businesses may start will a low price to encourage sales  
when a product is firstlaunched

Growth - businesses may offer small discounts and promotions to en-
courage purchase

Maturity - businesses will keep prices high to take advantage of profit

Decline - products may be very heavily discounted to make it cheap  
enough for consumers to buy it

Advertising -
is any paid-for 
communication 
overtly 
intended to 
inform  and/or 
influence one 
or more people. 
Advertising can 
be via TV, 
radio,  print 
media and 
websites.

Sponsorship– When a business sponsors something, They are establishing
an association with another organisation or event
That connection must make sense to the customers and enhance the 
reputation of the business.
Product Trial - A temporary offering intended to provide market 
information  by allowing consumers to examine, use or test a product 
prior to fully committing company resources to a full launch.

The Product Life Cycle
Another way in which a business can make product 
decisions is to use the product life cycle. The 
product life cycle plots the sales of a product 
through the 4 stages of its life. (see graph)
The product life cycle can help a business to make 
decisions about its pricing, promotion, production 
levels and decisions about other products within its 
product portfolio.
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E-Tailer Advantages E-Tailer Disadvantages

Can be started with a smaller invest- ment as 
no premises and less staff  needed

Can sell a much larger range than a  physical
shop

Can undercut competitors prices by  being 
cheaper (no shops, less staff)

Lots of potential to grow rapidly and  reach an 
global marketplace

Lower fixed costs as no shops to pay  rent on

Hard to establish trust with the cus- tomer 
as no face-to-face interaction

Website costs can be high

Security and fraud for online transac- tions 
are an issue

Only as strong as your distribution /  delivery 
if this is late then it may  damage your
reputation

Retailer Advantages Retailer Disadvantages

Going shopping is an enjoyable expe- rience 
that customers can do with  their friends or
family

Trying on clothes helps when buying

Customers can have the product as  soon as 
they have bought it – instant  satisfaction

Retailers win when a customer needs  to see, 
touch, try or test a product  first

Retailers are only open during the  day and 
customers may be too busy  with work or
family

Customers may have to wait in a  queue or 
carry heavy bags of shop- ping

Customers may find it embarrassing  to buy 
some personal items

May charge higher prices than the e- tailers

In this topic we will look at the product life cycle, extension strategies and all four elements of the marketing mix as well as the design mix

Topic 2.2 Making Marketing Decisions

Special offers/sales promotion - sales promotions techniques they are de- signed to encourage 
consumers to make a purchase e.g. BOGOF, dis- counts, free gifts andcompletions.

Branding - a characteristic name or symbol that distinguishes one product  from a competitor. 
Consumers will be brand loyal and businesses can use this  loyalty to promote their products

The use of technology in promotion

Targeted advertising online - e.g. a customer is shopping online for video  games, they 
then click on a news site and see an advert for video games

Viral marketing - When an image, video, piece of information is circulated  rapidly and widely 
from one Internet user to another. It went viral means that  an advertising campaign has been so 
successful that consumers are passing it  along to each other.

Advantages of Social media advertising:

• Social media advertising is free or low cost so very cost effective

• All brands now need a web presence and can do this with social media  platforms

• Customers can be kept informed of new products

• Increases customer engagement with the brand

• Can show customer service with a quick response

Viral advertising via e-newsletters means advertising by sending out an e- newsletter to a 
customer (means via e-mail). That customer then sends it to  their friends and they send it their 
friends . The business needs to ask their e- mail customers to SHARE the newsletter

Place – (Methods of Distribution)

Retailer– A retailer is a business that sells goods direct to a consumer through  a 'bricks and 
mortar' shop
E-tailer - An e-tailer is a business which sells goods direct to a consumer via  the
Internet

Questions:
1. Explain what is meant by the 

term ‘Design Mix’
2. Discuss the product life cycle 

with the aid of a diagram
3. Analyse why differentiation is 

so important to a business
4. Explain the pricing strategy 

you would use for each of the 
following products:

a. Heinekan Beer
b. Iphone 11Pro
c. Walkers ready salted crisps
5. Discuss why the use of 
technology is so important when a 
business is promoting their 
product/service.
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Half term 2: HITLER AND THE GROWTH OF THE NAZI PARTY

Adolf Hitler was the leader and driving force behind the Nazi party. 

Key words/Terms

Key knowledge:

The Nazis despised the Weimar government and the Versailles Treaty and tried 
first to seize power by force in the Munich Putsch of 1923. The Putsch failed, 
and Hitler decided the Nazi’s had to be elected to power. 
The Nazis became a powerful political force because of Hitler’s leadership and 
abilities as a speaker; the economic problems caused by the Great Depression; 
skillful use of propaganda; use of violence to intimidate opposition; and the appeal 
of such clear and simple messages such as ‘Work and Bread’. 

Key dates and events:

Hitler joined the German Workers party. 
(DAP).  He joined in 1919 
The Nazi party. In 1920 the DAP 
changed its name to the National Socialist 
German Workers party (NSDAP for 
short). Hitler became the party leader 
(Fuhrer) in 1921. His rousing speeches 
began to attract even more members.
The SA set up in 1921 and led by Ernst 
Rohm, was the Nazi private army. They 
wore brown uniforms and were called 
brown shirts. They helped the party grow 
by scaring rivals, protecting Nazi leaders 
and disrupting rival meetings. They were 
intimidating to Hitler’s opponents.
the Munich Putsch (1923)

Great Depression (began 1929)
In 1932, three Chancellors were sacked 
because they weren’t doing a good job. 
January 1933, Hindenburg didn’t want 
Hitler to become the Chancellor, but he 
had no other options. The Nazis had lots 
of support in the Reichstag. So Hitler was 
chosen as Chancellor. 

Term Definition 

Democratic Controlled by the people 

Depression A downturn in trade. Less is brought and sold; this causes falls in profits, more bankrupt 
businesses and more unemployment 

Enabling Act 
1933 

This changed the constitution of the Weimar Republic. It gave Hitler the right to make 
laws for four years without the consent of the Reichstag. 

Figurehead  The leading figure, who sets the image for a country or an organisation 

General 
Elections 

Popular votes to elect members of parliament-in the Weimar Republic, to elect members 
of the Reichstag 

Local 
government 

The government of individual towns, countries or parts of a state by the people who live 
there 

Night of the 
Long Knives 

This involved the assignation of Hitler’s political rivals within the Nazi Party including 
Ernst Rohm of the SA. It resulted in Hitler becoming the undisputed leader of Germany. 

Nuremberg 
Laws 

A set of laws, passed in 1935, which persecuted Jews and other minority groups 

President The head of state in the Weimar Republic 

Right-wing Those on the right wing of politics generally want to keep society stable; want a strong 
government dominated by powerful leaders. Those on right usually support capitalism 
and stress the important of law and order and traditional family values. They are also 
nationalist and place the interest of the nation over individuals. 

Schutzstaffel The SS, a military group set up in 1925 as a personal bodyguard for Hitler 

State of 
Emergency 

A crisis so great that the normal rules of governing are suspended and the rulers are 
given extra powers to allow strong government 

 



January 1933, Hindenburg 
didn’t want Hitler to become 
the Chancellor, but he had 

no other options. The Nazis 
had lots of support in the 
Reichstag. So Hitler was 
chosen as Chancellor. . 

Outcomes of the Munich Putsch 
Nazi party aims. Hitler renewed Nazism on his release in 1923. It wanted a 
stronger Germany (expanding its borders) ; state control of society and the 
economy (treating the workers fairly) ; traditional German values 
(encouraging families) ; and keeping German blood pure (eg. Not allowing 
marriage with inferior races.)
Nazi Party organisation was improved after 1923. Hitler got more money 
for the party, employed more SA and started the SS. The Nazi party was 
growing!
The Nazis remained weak in the Reichstag however. By 1928 they had only 
12 seats. This was because Stresseman had made things so much better. 
Hindenburg, a popular ex-army leader was president. 

The Munich Putsch
The Beer Hall Putsch, also known as the Munich Putsch,[1] and, in 
German, as the Hitlerputsch, Hitler-Ludendorff-Putsch, Bürgerbräu-
Putsch or Marsch auf die Feldherrnhalle ("March on the Field 
Marshals' Hall"), was a failed coup d'état by the Nazi Party (NSDAP) 
leader Adolf Hitler—along with Generalquartiermeister Erich 
Ludendorff and other Kampfbund leaders—to seize power in Munich, 
Bavaria, which took place on 8–9 November 1923. Approximately two 
thousand Nazis were marching to the Feldherrnhalle, in the city 
centre, when they were confronted by a police cordon, which resulted 
in the deaths of 16 Nazi party members and four police officers.

Hitler BIO

Hitler and the First World War.  Hitler was in the German 
army during the First World War. He won the Iron Cross 
for bravery. He worked for the army after the war.

Hitler hated the Treaty of Versailles. He saw it as a ‘stab in 
the back’ for Germany. He believed Germany had been 
betrayed by the government and the Jews. 

Hitler joined the German Workers party. (DAP).  He joined 
in 1919 (when it had only about 40 members). It was a right 
wing group, angry about Versailles and economic problems. It 
also thought democracy was weak.

Hitler helped the DAP grow. He created the 25 point 
programme. This included; scrapping the Versailles treaty, 
expanding Germany and forcing the Jews to leave. By 1920 
membership was 3000.

Growth in support for the Nazi party
Erosion

The Nazis gained support, more than other parties because Hitler was an 
excellent speaker who impressed people at spectacular rallies; Nazi propaganda 
used simple messages like ‘Work and Bread’; the SA made the Nazi’s seem strong 
and organised and broke up other political groups meetings. 
The Nazis appealed to workers by promising work and bread; to the middle class 
as a strong, moral, party; to farmers and businesses as protection against 
communism. Nazi propaganda targeted groups like women and young people. They 
simply said what people wanted to hear. 

The :Great depression:
Great Depression (began 1929) changed German politics. 6 million people 
became unemployed! People lost their homes and were desperate. The 
government could not cope. They tried raising taxes and banning 
protests. Both failed. This boosted support for extreme parties: by 
September 1930, the Nazi’s had 107 Reichstag seats.

Reasons for the Munich Putsch (1923) Hitler knew people were annoyed about 
hyperinflation and the French occupation of the Ruhr. He thought he could 
convince people to support him. He wanted to act before Stresemann improved the 
economy, as when people are happy they don’t vote for extreme parties. 
Events of the Munich Putsch. Hitler and 600 SA ran into a meeting of the 
Bavarian government and forced them to agree to a Nazi takeover. They only said 
yes because Hitler had a gun. When Hitler left they changed their mind and called 
out the local police and army. The Nazi’s tried to take over the city; but the police 
were much stronger. 16 Nazis were killed and Hitler was captured. 
The Munich Putsch failed. The Nazis were too weak: They only had 2000 rifles 
and they were outnumbered by the Police 
Results of the Munich Putsch. Hitler was given 5 years in prison. But at his trial 
he made lots of speeches and got famous. He used his time on prison to write his 
book, Mein Kampf (my struggle) – which also gave him publicity – and he was 
released after only 9 months.
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On Holiday - planning a holiday, booking accommodation and travel, going sightseeing and talking about the weather

Year 11 - Auturm Term - 2nd Half Term

Questions:
1. 你们去哪儿度假？ nǐ men qù nǎér dù jià?                     Where will you go on holiday?
2.你们怎么去？ nǐ men zěn me qù?                           How will you get there?
3.那边的天气怎么样？ nà biān de tiān qì zěn me yàng?      What is the weather like there?

Future tense   将来 piào in the future
There is no future tense in Mandarin. The future is created by 
context. Common verbs used in Mandarin to imply the future are: 
要 yào implies wanting to do something (ie in the future)
会 huì implies a factual statement or prediction about the future
我学习中文 wǒ xué xí zhōng wén I study Chinese
明天我要学习中文míng tiān wǒ yào xué xí zhōng wén
Tomorrow I will study Chinese (because I need/want to).
明天我会学习中文míng tiān wǒ huì xué xí zhōng wén
Tomorrow I will study Chinese (because that is the plan I made)

Time duration
To say how long something lasts, the duration goes after the verb:
我要学习三个小时 wǒ yào xuéxí sān ge xiǎoshí I will study for 3 hrs
If it is in the past, 了 goes after the verb
我学习了三个小时 wǒ xué xí le sān ge xiǎo shí I studied for 3 hrs
NB: Point in time goes before the verb, duration goes after:
我明天要学习三个小时 wǒ míng tiān yào xué xí sān ge xiǎo shí 
Tomorrow I will study for 3 hours

Holiday Plans Vocab:
春天 chūn tiān spring
夏天 xià tiān    summer
秋天 qiū tiān autumn
冬天 dōng tiān winter
太阳 tài yáng   sun
打算 dǎ suàn to plan to
计划 jì huà to plan
度假 dù jià     have a holiday
暑假 shǔ jià    summer hols
寒假 hán jià  winter hols

Transport Vocab:
太慢 tài màn      too slow
块 kuài           fast
省钱 shěng qián economical
麻烦 má fán      hassle
交通 jiāo tōng traffic
停车场 tíngchēchǎng car park
车次 chē cì     train number
目的地 mù dì dì destination
站台 zhàn tái platform
登机口 dēng jī kǒu gate

Again: 再 zài means ‘again’ comes before the verb
再见 zài jiàn means ‘see you again’
It can also mean ‘after a delay’
明天再说míng tiān zài shuō Let’s talk again tomorrow

Booking a Holiday Vocab:
旅游 lǚ yóu  to travel
滑雪 huá xuě jiān to ski
晒太阳 shài tài yáng to sunbathe
照照片 zhàozhào piān take photos
太棒了 tài bàng le brilliant
糟糕 zāo gāo terrible
无聊 wú liáo boring
订 dìng to book
丢 diū to lose
出发 chū fā to depart
到达 dào dá to arrive
单程 dān chéng single ticket
来回 lái huí return ticket
单人房 yī děng zuò single room
双人床 shuāng rén chuáng

double bed
入住 rù zhù to check in
付款 fù kuǎn to pay
免费 miǎn fèi free
服务 fú wù service
服务员 fú wù yuán hotel staff
游学 yóu xué school exchange
回国 huí guó return to home

Have you ever?
Put 过 after the verb when asking & answering ‘have you ever’.
你去过中国吗？nǐ qù guò zhōngguó ma？Have you ever been to China
我没吃面条 wǒ méi chī miàn tiáo        I didn’t eat noodles
我没吃过面条 wǒ méi chī guò miàn tiáo I have never eaten noodles

Last / This / Next Year; 
去年 qù nián

今年 jīn nián 明年
míng nián

From… to… 从… 到…: 从cóng … 到dào… describes a starting and finishing point & can be used with time or location.
我们从九点到三点上学 wǒ men cóng jiǔ diǎn dào sān diǎn shàng kè                  We have lessons from 9 till 3
明年我要坐火车从北京到上海míngnián wǒ yào zuò huǒchē cóng běijīng dào shànghǎi Next year I will go by train from BJ to SH

Yesterday/Today/Tomorrow
昨天 zuótiān

今天jīntiān 明天
míngtiān
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China - Cities & Provinces

Year 11 - Autumn Term - 2nd Half Term

Mark the major cities on the map!

Beijing 北京 běi jīng

Harbin 哈尔滨 hā ěr bīn

Tianjin 天津 tiān jīn

Xian 西安 xī ān

Shanghai 上海 shàng hǎi

Hangzhou 杭州 háng zhōu

Taipei 台北 tái běi

Chengdu 成都 chéng dū

Guangzhou 广州 guǎng zhōu

Hong Kong 香港 xiāng gǎng
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Key Words
Column
Vector

Translation
Resultant

Vector
Magnitude
Direction
Parallel

ExamplesKey Concepts

Vectors describe 
translations.

+ move right
- move left

+ move up
- move down
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Vectors and scalar multipliers:
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Resultant vector

1. Calculate the resultant vector:
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Vectors notation:

• Magnitude: Length of the arrow
• Direction: Where the arrow is 

pointing
• Parallel lines of equal length have 

the same vector.
• Parallel lines of different lengths

have a multiple of the vector.
• Travelling against an arrow 

changes the sign of the vector.

a AB a

O A

B C

a

b

M

OABC is a parallelogram. M is the midpoint of AC.
OA = b OB = a

a) State the vector of OC.
As BC is parallel and equal in 
length to OA, it has the 
vector value of b.

Therefore OC = a + b

b) State the vector 
of AO.
As we are travelling 
against the arrow, 
the vector changes 
sign.
Therefore AO = -b

c) State the vector of 
OM.
As AC is parallel and 
equal in length to OB, is 
has the vector value of 
a. M is the midpoint of 
AC.

Therefore OM = b + 
𝟏

𝟐
𝒂

Term 2 Unit 18 Vectors, Proof, congruency and similarity

Unit 18 includes using vector notation, solving geometric problems, similarity, enlargement and congruency

2. OABC and BCDE are two identical 
parallelograms.
a) State the vector of OD
b) State the vector of OC
c) State the vector of AB
d) State the vector of OE

a

2b
O

A

B

C

D

E
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Key Words
Vector
Ratio

Midpoint
Multiples

ExamplesKey Concepts

Term 2 Unit 18 Vectors, Proof, congruency and similarity

Unit 18 includes using vector notation, solving geometric problems, similarity, enlargement and congruency

Parallel lines of 
different lengths
have a multiple of the 
vector.

For two vectors to 
form a straight line 
they must have vector 
values which are 
multiples of one 
another and must 
have a common point.

C is the point such that OC:CA = 4:1
M is the midpoint of AB.
D is the point such that OB:OD = 3:4
Show that C, M and D are on the same 
straight line.

CM = CA + AM

= 𝑎 +
1

2
(−5𝑎 +

3𝑏)
= 𝑎 − 2.5𝑎 + 1.5𝑏
= −1.5𝑎 + 1.5𝑏

MD = MB + BD

= 
1

2
−5𝑎 + 3𝑏 + 4𝑏

= −2.5𝑎 + 1.5𝑏 + 𝑏
= −2.5𝑎 + 2.5𝑏

CA =
1

5
𝑂𝐴

=
1

5
(5𝑎)

= 𝑎

C, M and D are on a straight line as CM and MD are multiples of one 
another and have the common point of M. 

3b

5a

O

A

B
D

M

b

D

O

A

B

D is the point on OC such that OD:DC = 
2:1.
E is the midpoint of BC.
Show that A, D and E are on the same 
straight line.

2b

2a E

C

ANSWER  a) 4𝑏𝑏)𝑎+2𝑏𝑐)−𝑎+2𝑏𝑑)4𝑏+𝑎
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ANSWERS 1. AD = AB, CD = BC, AC is common to both triangles, therefore they are congruent proved by the SSS rule. 30cm  2a) 
12.5cm  b) 7.2cm 

Key Words
Congruent

Angle
Side

Simi lar
Scale factor

Enlarge
Length

ExamplesKey Concepts

1.Prove that 
triangle ACD 
and ABC are 
congruent to 
one another.

Congruent triangles are triangles 
that have the same size and shape. 
This means that the corresponding 
sides are equal and the 
corresponding angles are equal. 

There are four rules of congruency 
that prove whether a triangle is 
congruent or not
Similar shapes are an enlargement 
of one another.

A scale factor is used, whereby all 
lengths are multiplied by the same 
number.

When finding a missing length on the 
larger shape we multiply by the 
scale factor.

When finding a missing length on the 
smaller shape we divide by the scale 
factor.

SSS = 3 sides on triangle A 
are equal to those on 
triangle B 

SAS = 2 sides with the 
included angle on triangle A 
are equal to those on 
triangle B 

ASA = 2 angles with the 
included side on triangle A 
are equal to those on triangle 
B 

RHS = When the hypotenuse 
and another side on triangle A 
are equal to those on triangle 
B 

× scale factor

÷ scale factor

y

x
3cm

11cm

𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
10

2.5
= 4

𝑥 = 3 × 4
= 12𝑐𝑚

𝑦 = 11÷4
= 2.75𝑐𝑚

A

B E

9cm 6cm

y cm C

A

D

12cm

7cm

6 + x cmSplit the diagram

𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
12

9
=

4

3

𝑥 + 6 = 6 ×
4

3
𝑥 + 6 = 8

𝑥 = 8− 6
𝑥 = 2𝑐𝑚

𝑦 = 7÷
4

3
= 5.25𝑐𝑚

2) Calculate the 
length of:
a) CD
b) ED

Term 2 Unit 18 Vectors, Proof, congruency and similarity

Unit 18 includes using vector notation, solving geometric problems, similarity, enlargement and congruency
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• Term #: Topic / Title

Components of fitness and principles of training

Year 11 Half Term 1 - Unit 1 BTEC Sport Exam. LO1   

Components of skill related fitness:

Agility – ability to move quickly and precisely and change direction without losing 
balance or time
Balance – ability to maintain centre of mass over base of support. 2 types: Static 
and dynamic
Coordination – the smooth flow of movement needed to perform a motor task 
efficiently and accurately
Power – the product of strength and speed
Reaction time – time taken for a performer to respond to a stimulus and initiate a 
response

Why are fitness components important?:

1) Enables an athlete to reach the physical demands of their sport
2) Enables an athlete to meet the skill related demands of their sport
3) Enables an athlete to perform efficiently

Exercise Intensity (BORG SCALE)
220 – age = Max Heart Rate
60 – 85% of MHR is your aerobic training zone
Below 60% = Rest Above 85% = Anaerobic (speed) zone
BORG Scale used to measure intensity of exercise: 
RPE x 10 = Heart rate (use scale to right to measure)

Which athletes need certain components of fitness?

Flexibility        Agility          Power        Reaction time  Muscular endurance

Coordination       Speed    Muscular strength

Questions:
How does the FITT principle help with designing a training programme?
Which training zone should a sprinter train in?
What fitness components would a tennis player need?
What could cause reversibility when an athlete is training?

Components of physical fitness:

Aerobic endurance - the ability to exercise continuously for extended 
periods without tiring.
Muscular endurance - the ability to repeat a series of muscle 
contractions without fatiguing.
Flexibility - the capacity of a joint to move through its full range of 
motion
Speed – Distance divided by time taken equals speed, 3 types: 
Accelerative, pure and endurance.
Muscular strength – The maximum force that can be generated by a 
muscle group
Body composition – the ratio of fat mass to fat free mass

Principles of training SPORRIVA
Specificity - training should be specific to athletes sport
Progressive Overload – training must be demanding enough to
Cause the body to adapt
Rest and recovery – body must recover between sessions to 
allow adaptation to occur
Reversibility – if training stops, results could be reversed 
Individual differences – training should be designed to meet 
needs of athlete
Variation – vary training to prevent boredom
Adaptation – how the body adapts/reacts to training
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• Term #: Topic / Title

Exploring different fitness training methods

Year 11 Half Term 1 - Unit 1 BTEC Sport Exam. LO2  

Requirements for all training methods:
1) Safe, correct use of equipment
2) Safe, correct use of training technique
3) Requirements for undertaking the fitness training method, including warm-up
and cool down
4) Application of the basic principles of training (FITT) for each fitness training
method
5) Linking each fitness training method to the associated health-related/
skill-related component of fitness.

Flexibility training
Static stretching:
Active - performed independently where the performer 
applies internal force to stretch and lengthen the muscle
Passive - requires the help of another person or an 

object such as a wall to apply an external force
Ballistic - fast, jerky, bouncy movements
PNF – muscles stretched to upper limit and then 
held in an isometric contraction
Advantages – Active/passive/ballistic easy to do and set up. Improves 
flexibility in lots of different muscles
Disadvantages – Can lead to injury if not done correctly

Strength, Muscular endurance and Power training
Circuit training - different stations working on different muscle 
groups to avoid fatigue
Free weights – use of dumbbells/barbells to perform exercises
Increase strength = LOW REPS/HIGH WEIGHT
Increase endurance = HIGH REPS/LOW WEIGHT
Work out intensity required by establishing 1 rep max
Plyometrics – maximal force to lengthen muscle (eccentric) 
followed by maximal force (concentric) to shorten muscles. Lunging, jumping, 
squatting etc.
Advantages – builds strength quickly, helps with most sports
Disadvantages – Can cause injury, requires specialist equipment

Questions:
Which training methods would help a footballer? Why?
What type of exercises could you use for circuit training?
How could you apply FITT to aerobic endurance training?

Key words:
Exercise intensity – how hard/effort levels put into exercise
Warm up – completed before exercise to prevent injury and prepare 
body
Cool down – complete post exercise to prevent injury and decrease 
heart rate
Short/Medium/Long term goals – training goals are important to keep 
athletes motivated
Equipment – different items needed for each training method

Aerobic endurance training:
Continuous - steady pace at a moderate intensity
Fartlek - intensity varied throughout and exercise carried out 
on different terrains 
Interval - periods of exercise followed by rest, then exercise 
again
Circuit - different stations to work on different muscles
Advantages – Easy to set up (continuous, fartlek, interval) 
Disadvantages – Can be boring (continuous) Circuit training takes time to set up

Speed training
Hollow sprints - sprints followed by ‘hollow’ periods 
of jogging
Acceleration sprints – pace gradually increased 
from walk to full speed
Interval – period of intense speed work, followed 
by a rest
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• Term #: Topic / Title

Investigate fitness testing to determine fitness levels

Year 11 Half Term 1 - Unit 1 BTEC Sport Exam. LO3  

Questions:
Why is it important to compare fitness test results with normative data?
Which 2 fitness tests would be appropriate for a tennis player, and why?
Give 1 advantage and 1 disadvantage of the multi-stage fitness test?

Flexibility:
Name: Sit and reach test
Unit of measurement: CM
Equipment needed: Sit and reach board

Strength:
Name: Grip dynamometer
Unit of measurement: KgW
Equipment needed: Grip dynamometer

Speed:
Name: 35 metre sprint test
Unit of measurement: Seconds
Equipment needed: Cones/Tape measure/Stopwatch

Speed and Agility:
Name: Illinois agility run
Unit of measurement: Seconds
Equipment needed: Cones/Tape measure/Stopwatch

Anaerobic Power:
Name: Vertical Jump test
Unit of measurement: Kgm/s
Equipment needed: Wall/Tape measure/Chalk

Aerobic Endurance:
Name: Multi-stage fitness test/Forestry step test
Unit of measurement: ml/kg/min
Equipment needed: MSFT-Cones/Tape measure/Audio 
equipment FORESTRY: Bench, metronome, stopwatch

Body Composition:
Name: Biometrical Impedance Analysis (BIA)
Unit of measurement: % body fat
Equipment needed: Bioelectric Impedance analyser

Body Composition (2):
Name: Skinfold testing
Unit of measurement: % body fat
Equipment needed: Callipers, marker pen, note 
sheet, tape measure

Why is fitness testing important?
Gives baseline data for monitoring and improving performance.
Can design training programmes after testing and determine if they are working.
Gives athletes something to aim for (goal-setting)

Administration requirements for all tests
Pre-test procedures (informed consent, calibration of equipment)
Knowledge of standard test methods and equipment required
Purpose of each test (what are we testing?)
Accurate recording of results
Basic processing of results for interpretation (based on previous data)
Ability to safely select appropriate test

Interpretation of fitness test results
Compare results to normative data
Compare with peers and draw conclusions 
Analyse and evaluate test results
Suggest appropriate training methods to improve athlete at next test

Aerobic Endurance:
Vo2 Max - also known as maximal oxygen 
uptake, is the measurement of 
the maximumamount of oxygen a person can 
utilize during intense exercise

Body Composition:
BMI (Body mass index) – measurement of body 
fat using the following sum:

Body weight (KG) / Height (metres) x Height (metres)
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During this half term you will have a solid understanding of important ideas about life and religion. 

Yr 11 Term 2 Unit: Life and Religion 

Keywords

Abortion-the deliberate termination of a human 

pregnancy usually performed in the first 28 

weeks of the pregnancy.

Adaption -A process of change where an 

organism or species becomes better suited to its 

environment.

Akirah – means the afterlife.

Barzakh – means barrier. You cannot come back 

to earth from this state.

Big Bang -A massive expansion of space which 

set in motion the creation of the Universe.

Dominion- human power over all nature and 

animals.

Euthanasia -The act of killing someone 

painlessly, especially to relieve suffering from an 

incurable illness – Sometimes this is known as 

mercy killing.

Evolution -The process by which living 

organisms are thought to have developed and 

diversified from earlier forms of life during the 

history of the earth.

Heaven -a place regarded as the place  of God  

and the angels, and of the good after death, 

depicted as being above the sky.

Hell -a place regarded as a spiritual realm of evil 

and suffering, where the wicked are punished 

after death. 

Hospice- A home providing care for the sick 
or terminally ill.
Involuntary Euthanasia – The person wants to 

live but is killed for some social or medical 

justification,

Keywords:
Jahannam – hell.

Jannah – paradise.

Judgement Day - the time when people believe 

the world will end and all the dead people will 

return to life so that God can judge everyone.

. Non-Voluntary Euthanasia – The person 

cannot make a decision or cannot make their 

wishes known – in a coma.

Palliative Care
aim to make the patient comfortable and keep 
severe pain under control.
Purgatory: The Catholic Church believes in 
purgatory, where souls undergo purification in 
order to achieve the holiness necessary to 
approach God and enter heaven. 
Quality of life: the well-being of a person and 

their happiness.  

Sanctity of life: the theory that life is holy and 

given by God, therefore only God can take it 

away.

Stewardship:- belief that humans have a  

responsibility to look after the environment on 

behalf of God.

Universe-All of time and space and its contents; 

includes planets, stars, galaxies and including 

the smallest subatomic particles, and all matter 

and energy of life during the history of the earth.

Voluntary Euthanasia – The person wants to 

die and says so. 
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During this half term you will have a solid understanding of important ideas about life and religion. 

Yr 11 Term 2 Unit: Religion and life.

Origins of life and  evolution
Science believes that the Universe began with the Big Bang 
and the universe begun in an extremely dense and hot 
condition and has expanded.
Fundamentalist Christians believe that God created the 
Universe and all species in seven days. Most Muslims 
understand the original Creation text to mean six phases, or 
distinct periods of time. The Qur’an does not specify 
exactly what took place during each period.
Scientists believe that evolution and natural selection has 
resulted in different species on the earth.  st Muslims 
understand the original text to mean six phases, or 
distinct periods of time. 
Unlike the Bible, the Qur’an does not specify exactly what 
took place during each period.
No day of rest – creation never ends (new birth and new 
seeds)

Abortion and Euthanasia
To Christians, human life is sacred and is a gift from God to be respected and protected. This 
teaching is called The Sanctity of Life. The Bible teaches that human beings are created in the 
image of God and that murder is forbidden.  Catholic and Orthodox Christians are opposed to 
abortion. Some liberal Christians  believe that women should have the right to choose. Muslims 
regard abortion as haram (forbidden), but many accept that it may be permitted in certain cases.
The Islamic teaching on euthanasia is clear. Life is sacred, and only Allah can give life or take life 
away. Most Christians believe that life is sacred and given by God, and therefore only God can 
decide when life ends. 

The Environment
Christians believe that the Earth belongs to God and 
that humans are stewards in charge of its care and   
use the Creation story to support this idea.
Many Muslims believe human beings have 
guardianship or khilafah of the planet, which means 
that each individual should act as a guardian or 
khalifah . They will be held accountable for their 
guardianship on the Day of Judgement. Corruption 
doth appear on land and sea because of (the evil) 
which men’s hands have done, that He may make 
them taste a part of that which they have done, in 
order that they may return. (Quran 30:41)

Corruption doth appear on 
land and sea because of (t 
evil) which men’s that make 
them taste a part of that 
which they have done, in 
order that they may 
return. (Quran 30:41)
Many Muslims believe human beings have the planet, 
which means that each individual should act as a 
guardian 

Death and the afterlife
Islam teaches that there is life after death, and this is known asAkhirah. In Islam, it 
is Allah who decides when a person dies and most Muslims believe that when they die, they 
will stay in their graves until Yawm al-din, the Day of Judgement . The good will go to 
Jannah, or Paradise and the bad to Jahannam or Hell.  Christians also believe in the 
afterlife, judgement and heaven and hell. Jesus resurrection is seen as victory over death.

Animal rights
Christians believe that animals should 
be treated humanely but believe that 
animal experimentation is permissible 
if it results in benefits for human 
beings. There are no laws about eating 
meat and diet is a personal choice.
According to Islam, human beings are 
allowed to use animals, but only if 
the rights of the animals are 
respected. Meat can only be eaten if 
it is halal and has been killed in the 
traditional manner.  Pork however is 
haram. 

Hospice care 
Hospice care aims to improve the quality of life and quality of life 

with life limiting or terminal conditions. It helps people live as fully 
and as well as they can until the end of their life no matter how 
long that might be. The emphasis is on keeping the person 
comfortable and the idea of curing them has gone.

1) live as fully and as well as they can 
to the end of their lives, however 
long that may be.

Questions:
1) What is the key word which means human life is sacred and 
precious? (1mk)
2) Give two reasons why religious people do not eat meat. (2mks)
3) Explain two contrasting religious views on euthanasia. (4mks)
4) Explain two religious beliefs about how people’s actions while 
alive influences what happens to them in the afterlife. (5mks)
5) Abuse of the environment is impossible to stop. Evaluate. (12)
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Understand the process of evolution, the evidence that we have supporting it, and how organisms are classified. 

Yr11 Term 2:  Biology – Variation and Evolution

Classification:
Linnaeus classified living things into the categories 
Shown in the diagram opposite.

Organisms are named using the binomial system 
of genus and species. 

Due to evidence from chemical analysis there is now 
a 3 domain system, which was developed by
Carl Woese (see below).

Genetic Engineering:

Keywords:
Evolution: A change in the inherited characteristics of a population 
over a long period of time, through natural selection
Extinction: The permanent loss of all members of a species
Genetic Engineering: the process by which scientists manipulate and 
change the genotype of an organism
Selective Breeding: Humans selecting animals or plants for desired 
characteristics, through breeding.
Variation: Differences in characteristics between individuals 

Selective Breeding:
1. Choose parents with a 

desired characteristic
2. Select the best offspring 

and breed them to make 
the next generation

3. These offspring are then 
bred again and again, over 
many generations until 
the desired result is 
achieved.

Evolution:
1. Variation exists in a population/species
2. This means some individual are better suited to their environment 

(selective advantage
3. Those with the advantageous allele survive and reproduce
4. Those without it die and don’t reproduce
5. More offspring are born with the allele
6. Over a long period of time all members of the species will have the trait

Resistant Bacteria:

1: There is variation in the bacterial 
population. One develops a mutation 
by chance meaning it is resistant to 
antibiotic.
2: The antibiotic kills some bacteria, 
the resistant one survives and 
reproduces.
3: The antibiotic kills the rest of the 
non resistant bacteria. The resistant 
bacteria continues reproducing having 
survived the antibiotic. 

Fossils:
Fossils could be:

• Remains of an organism 
that hasn’t decayed

• Mineralised forms of the 
hard parts of an organism 
(i.e. bones)

• Traces of organisms, such 
as footprints.

Fossils help us understand 
how much organisms have 
changed as life developed on 
earth.
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Understanding how the Earth’s atmosphere has developed and explaining how human activity has resulted in Global Warming. 

Yr11 Term 2:      Chemistry – Chemistry of the Atmosphere

Development of the Earth’s atmosphere:

Earth’s atmosphere:
The abundance of each gas in our 
atmosphere 

Global warming

Carbon footprint:
Individuals, companies 
and governments can all 
make choices to reduce 
carbon footprints. E.g.
• Use alternative 

energy 
sources/carbon 
neutral fuels

• Waste less energy
• Put a carbon tax on 

using fossil fuels
However these choices 
are often expensive and 
difficult to get multiple 
parties to agree. 

Keywords:
Atmosphere: the gases that surround a planet
Photosynthesis: the process plants perform that captures 
sunlight, producing glucose and oxygen
Combustion: burning fuels in the presence of oxygen, releasing 
CO2 (incomplete combustion occurs when there isn’t enough oxygen)
Carbonate compounds: compounds containing carbon and 
oxygen in the form of CO3

2-.
Deforestation: removal of trees on a large scale
Climate change: change in weather patterns over time
Greenhouse effect: greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, H2O) stop all 
the sun’s energy escaping, keeping the Earth warm 
Global warming: warming of the Earth’s climate over the past 
200 years due to increased greenhouse gases
Carbon footprint: the total amount of carbon dioxide and 
other greenhouse gases emitted over the full life cycle of a 
product, service or event

Early atmosphere: 
Intense volcanic activity 
made the atmosphere similar 
to Mars and Venus.
Mainly made of carbon 
dioxide, very little oxygen. 
Nitrogen was released from 
volcanoes and built up. 
Water vapour condensed to 
form seas and oceans –
carbon dioxide could then 
dissolve in these. 

Oxygen increase: 
2.7 billion years ago, algae 
first produced oxygen 
through photosynthesis. 
Levels of oxygen increased 
as plants evolved. 
Evolution of animals 
followed as higher oxygen 
levels could sustain more 
complex life.

Carbon dioxide decrease: 
Carbon dioxide dissolved in 
oceans formed carbonate 
compounds e.g. limestone. 
Carbon was trapped in fossil 
fuels – crude oil, coal and 
gas all contain carbon. 

Carbon dioxide increase: 
Human activity has resulted in 
burning fossil fuels releasing 
carbon that has been trapped 
for millions of years

Pollutants: 

Name Caused by: Problems:

Carbon(s) /Soot Incomplete combustion Global dimming and asthma

Carbon monoxide Incomplete combustion Poisonous to humans

Sulfur dioxide Combustion of sulfur in fossil fuels Acid rain

Nitrous oxides Combustion of nitrogen in the air Acid rain and smog

Causes:
Releasing CO2 through deforestation 
and burning fossil fuels.
Releasing CH4 through intensive 
farming and decomposition in landfill.
These greenhouse gases stop 
radiation leaving, making the Earth 
warmer. 

Effects: 
Change in weather 
patterns including 
extreme weather 
events e.g. storms
Rising sea levels
Ocean acidification

short wave 
radiation

long wave 
radiation
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In this topic you will categorise waves into longitudinal and transverse and then go on to explore the properties of transverse waves in a vacuum, water and glass.

Yr11 Term 2:   Waves

Calculating Wave Speed using a ripple tank:

Electromagnetic waves:

Refraction:

Keywords and equations:

Transverse wave: A wave where the particles
oscillate perpendicular to the direction
of energy transfer.
Longitudinal wave : A wave were the
particles oscillate parallel to the direction of
energy transfer.

Law of reflection: Angle of incidence = Angle of reflection
Wavelength: The distance from one peak to the next peak in (m).
Frequency: The number of waves that pass a point in a second.
Amplitude: The distance from the peak to the rest position in (m).
Period: The time taken for one wave to pass a point.
Vacuum: Place with no particles.

(

Time period (s) = 1 ÷ frequency (Hz)

T =1 ÷ f

wave speed (m/s) = frequency (Hz) × wavelength (m)

v = f× λ

Method:

1. Set up the ripple tank as shown in the diagram.
2. Turn on the power and observe the waves. Make 
any necessary adjustments to the equipment so that 
the waves are clear to observe
3. To measure the wavelength, use the metre ruler 
and make an estimate quickly. You may want to use a 
strobe light and freeze the wave patterns to make 
measurements.
4. Record 10 wavelengths and calculate the average 
value.
5. To measure the wave frequency, mark a given point 
onto the white paper and count the number of waves 
which pass the point within 10 seconds. Divide your 
answer by 10 to find the number of waves per second.
Record 10 frequencies and calculate the average 
value.
6. To calculate the wave speed, use this formula:

speed = frequency × wavelength

Key Facts:
• Travel at the speed of 

light (3x108 m/s)
• Can travel in a vacuum
• Type of transverse 

wave
• Can be polarised

Light refracted in a glass block

When a light ray moves from one medium 
to another its speed 
changes. For example if you shine a ray 
of light from air into a glass block (or 
water).
The air travels faster in the air but slows 
down in glass (or water). When the 
light ray hits the glass (or water), the ray 
slows down and changes direction. This 
is called Refraction.
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This half term we will be talking about how we can help fight poverty and environmental problems

Year 11 Half Term 1: Ser voluntario: el medioambiente y la pobreza (F)

TIME PHRASES

GCSE Questions:
¿Te gustaría trabajar como voluntario? - Sí, me gustaría trabajar de voluntario porque …. /No, no me gustaría trabajar de voluntario porque…/Trabajo de voluntario en …. y creo que…
¿Qué haces para proteger el medio ambiente?….   Para proteger el medio ambiente, siempre reciclo…/reuso…/ahorro energía y agua/evito el uso de productos químicos.
¿Qué opinas de los “sin techo”? Opino que la sociedad/el gobierno tiene que… ¿Qué piensas de los necesitados? – Pienso que hay que…
¿Cuáles son los problemas más importantes en tu barrio? – El problema más importante es el medio ambiente/el crimen/los “sin techo”/la pobreza / el botellón porque…

Keywords:
6.1G ¿Quieres ser
voluntario/a?
El banco de alimentos – food bank
El comedor social – soup kitchen
El concurso – the competition
La gente mayor – old people
El hogar – home
Los necesitados – the needy
La organización benéfica –
charitable organisation, charity
La residencia de ancianos – old 
people´s home
Los “sin techo” – the homeless 
El Tercer Mundo – the Third World
La tienda con fines benéficos / 
tienda solidaria – the charity shop 
El voluntario - the volunteer (masc)
La voluntaria – the volunteer (fem)
Ecologista – environmental
Necesitado – needed, required
Arreglar – to tidy, to fix, to 
arrange
Ayudar (a) – to help (to)
Charlar – to chat
Cultivar – to grow to cultivate
Disfrutar – to enjoy 
Limpiar – to clean
Marcar (un gol) – to score (a goal)
Participar (en) – to take part (in)
Pasarlo bien – to have a good time
Proteger – to protect

6.1F Me gustaría ayudar
El asombro, amazement, surprise 
El curso – school year, course
Los / las demás – the others, the 
rest
El centro de menores (tutelados) –
children´s home
El idioma – the language
El propósito – aim, purpose, 
objective
La tienda solidaria – charity shop
Inútil – useless
Útil – useful
Agradecer – to thank 
Aprender – to learn
Contar (que) – to tell, to relate
Esperar – to wait for,hope, expect
Formar parte – to be part of
Hacer la cama – to make the bed
Repartir – to deliver, to hand out
Tener sueño – to be sleepy

7.1G Reutilizar, reducir, 
reciclar
La basura – rubbish
La bolsa de plástico – plastic bag
El cartón – cardboard
El contenedor – the container
La lata – the tin, the can
El malgasto – the waste
El papel (reciclado) – (recycled) paper
La papelera – the paper bin

La pila – the battery
El plástico – the plastic
Los productos químicos –
chemicals, chemical products
El proyecto – the project
La Tierra – the Earth
El vidrio – the glass
Recargable – rechargable
Ahorrar – to save
Cerrar – to shut, close, turn off 
(tap)
Intentar – to try to
Ponerse – to put on (clothes)
Reciclar – to recycle
Reutilizar – to reuse 
Tirar – to pull, to throw away
Tratar de – to try to
En vez de – instead of 

Perder – to lose 
Querer – to love
A favor (de) – in favour (of)
En contra - against

7.1F Protegiendo el medio
ambiente
La basura – rubbish
La bombilla (de bajo consumo) –
(low energy) light bulb
El combustible – fuel 
La contaminación atmosférica – air 
pollution
El desastre – the disaster
Los desperdicios/los residuos –
rubbish,refuse, waste
La especie – species 
La medida – measure, means
El motor – engine 
Inquietante – worrying
Medioambiental – environmental 

…

Siempre – always                     Hoy - today
Casi siempre – almost always       Ayer - yesterday
A menudo – often                    Mañana - tomorrow
Normalmente – normally, usually    Generalmente – generally                           
De vez en cuando – now and again  Ya no – no longer        
Casi nunca – almost never           Cada vez más – more and
Nunca – never                        more

CONNECTIVES
Y/e – and   Pero - but         
Sin embargo - however              
O/u – or    También - also  
Además – besides
Ya que/porque - because
Por eso – therefore
Cuando – when 

OPINIONS
Pienso que – I think that 
Creo que – I believe that 
Opino que/A mi modo de ver –
I am of the opinion that
Me parece que – It seems to 
me that

Using “me gustaríg”
“Me gustaría” means “I would l ike” or “I´d
like” and is used in a similar way to “me
gusta”. If you want to say “I´d like to
do something, use “me gustaría followed
by an infinitive.
Me gustaría contribuir – I would like to
contribute

7.2G Los necesitados
La alimentación – feeding, 
nourishment, food
La asistencia médica – medical 
care
La creencia – belief
La culpa – blame, fault
La enfermedad – illness
La libertad (de pensamiento) –
freedom (of thought)
El subsidio de desempleo –
unemployment benefit
La vivienda – housing, 
accommodation
Fresco – fresh
Perezoso/a – lazy
Asistir a – to attend
Buscar – to look for
Contribuir – to contribute
Faltar – to be lacking, to be 
missing
Hace(n) falta – it is (they are) 
necessary
Merecer – to deserve
Necesitar – to need

7.2F Los “sin techo”
El destrozo – damage, destruction
La falta – lack
El / la gamberro/a – the hooligan, 
lout, troublemaker
Los niños de la calle – street 
children
La ONG (organización no 
gubernamental) – NGO (non-
governmental organisation)
La pobreza – poverty
El vertedero – rubbish dump, tip
La violencia – violence
Violento/a  - violent
Escoger – to choose
Formar parte de – to be part of 
Maltratar – to mistreat, ill-treat
Recoger – to pick up
Robar – to steal, rob

Combatir – to fight, combat
Desaparecer – to disappear
Desconectar – to disconnect, 
unplug, switch off
Deshacer – to undo
Luchar – to struggle, fight
Salvar – to save
Incluso - even

Verbs followed by the infinitive
Some verbs are generally followed by an
infinitive. The most common ones are:
Poder – to be able to Querer – to want
Esperar – to hope Pensar – to think
I want to help – quiero participar I can help –
puedo ayudar I´m thinking of working as a 
volunteer – pienso ser voluntario

Using “IF” SENTENCES
Use “if” sent ences to talk about
possibilities in the future.
Si + present tense → future tense
Si + present tense → immediate future
tense

Si sigues estos consejos, podrás ahorrar
mucha agua - If you follow this advice,
you will be able to save a lot of water
Si sigues estos consejos, vas a salvar
uno o más árboles - If you follow this
advice, you are going to save one or more
trees

Using “algo” and “alguien”
Algo – something, anything
Alguien – somebody, someone,
anyone, anybody
Since these words do not refer to a
specific thing or person, they do not
change to indicat e masculine or
feminine. They are not used in
negative sent ences – use nada
(nothing, not…anything) and nadie
(no one, nobody, not … anyone)
instead.
¿Conoces a alguien aquí? – Do you
know anyone here?
¿Quieres comer algo? – Do you
want anything to eat?

Using EXCLAMATIONS
If you are reading/listening to
Spanish, exclamations can give you
a clue about someone´s opinions.
¡Qué va! / ¿Qué mal! – Rubbish!
¡Qué lata! – What a nuisance/drag!
¡Qué rollo! – What a bore!
¡Qué pena! – What a pity!
¡Basta ya! – That´s enough!
¡Claro! – Of course!
¡Cuidado! – Watch out!, Careful!

Reflexive constructions
To express possibility or obligation 
in an impersonal way, we use the 
reflexive pronoun “se” followed by 
“puede” or “debe”.
Se puede + infinitive – one can 
Se debe + inf. – one must
Se necesita + inf. – one needs to

Using “me preocupa”    To say “I am worried/concerned” about 
something, use “Me preocupa(n)”.Me preocupa el medio ambiente – I 
am worried about the environment    Me preocupa el humo de los coches
I´m concerned about car fumes. 



GCSE Questions:
¿Qué harías si tuvieras mucho dinero/si te tocara la lotería/si fueras famoso? – Si tuviera mucho dinero/Si me tocara la lotería/Si fuera famoso, compraría/ayudaría/viviría/sería
voluntario/trabajaría/defendería…
¿Cuál de estos problemas te parece más grave/importante, el del cambio climático o el de la deforestación? – Creo que el cambio climático/la deforestación es el problema más grave porque…
¿Cuáles son los problemas ecológicos que te parecen más importantes? ¿Por qué?- Creo que los problemas ecológicos más importantes son la deforestación/el tráfico/el cambio climático/las mareas
negras porque…
En tu opinión, ¿Cómo será el medio ambiente del planeta en cincuenta años?- En mi opinión, el medio ambiente será peor/mejor/igual porque …
¿Qué haces/vas a hacer para ayudar/recaudar fondos?– Normalmente trabajo/recaudo/soy voluntarioen…/ayudo/reciclo… - Ahora no hago nada pero pienso ayudar/recaudar fondos/trabajar/ser
voluntario… 

Keywords:
6.1H La importancia de hacer
obras benéficas
El bolsillo – the pocket
El dibujo drawing
La exposición – exhibition 
El ganador – the winner
Las instalaciones – facilities
El medio ambiente – the 
environment
Las obras benéficas – charity, 
charitable works
La pérdida – the loss
El/la político/a – politician
Los recursos – resources
El sida – AIDS
Seropositivo – HIV positive
Perteneciente a – belonging to
Escaso/a – scarce
Andar – to walk
Contribuir – to contribute
Dar asco – to nauseate
Donar – to donate
Ganar – to win
Gastar – to spend
Temer – to fear
En vías de extinción – threatened 
(with extinction)

La central eléctrica – power 
station
El efecto invernadero – greenhouse 
effect
El humo – smoke
El huracán – hurrican
El incendio – fire
La lluvia – rain 
La mancha – the stain 
La marea negra – oil slick
La muerte – the death
El nivel – level
El petrolero – the oil tanker
El pescador – the fisherman
La pescadora – the fisherwoman
El planeta – planet
El riesgo – the risk
La salud – health
La selva – tropical forest, jungle
La sequía – drought
El viento – the wind
Constituir – to constitute
Cortar – to cut, to cut off
Extender – to spread, to stretch
Frenar – to brake, put a stop to
Prever – to foresee
Rescatar – to rescue
Señalar – to indicate 
Vagar – to wander about, to float 
around

Using MODAL VERBS for
recommendations/obligations
Modal verbs include PODER (to be
able/can) and DEBER (to have
to/must), always followed by an
infinitive.
• Debes apagar el cigarril lo – You

must put out your cigarette.

• Podemos hacer mucho más – We
can do a lot more.

When used in the conditional , they have
slightly different meanings:
Deberías hacer más para proteger el
medio ambient e – you ought to do more
to help the environment.
Podríamos reciclar las latas y el vidrio –
We could recycle cans and glass.

USING “Me encanta, me preocupa, etc. with the subjunctive.
You have already used these expressions with nouns and infinitives. “Me    
preocupa no llevar una vida sana” – It worries me not to have a healthy life.”

They can also be used with “que”: Me encanta que… - and sincethese expressions
convey emotions or wishes they are always followed by the subjunctive.
Me molesta que haya… (pobreza) - It bothers me that there is so much (poverty)
Me preocupa que haya… - It worries me that there is…
Me fastidia que sea… / Me irrita que sea… - It annoys me that it be…

EXPRESSING agreement and 
disagreement
Estoy de acuerdo (con) – I 
agree (with)
Estoy a favor (de) – I´m in 
favour of
Estoy en contra (de) – I´m
against
Tienes razón – you ŕe right

Keywords:
7.1H Problemas ecológicos
El agujero – hole
La aldea – (small) village
El atasco – traffic jam, hold-up
El ave (marina) – the sea bird
El calentamiento global – global 
warming
La capa de ozono – ozone layer
El casco – the helmet, hull (of 
ship)
El centenar – about a hundred
La circulación - traffic

7.2H Es importante ayudar a 
los demás
El agua corriente – running water
La comisaría – police station
La corriente – (electric) current, 
electricity supply
La criminalidad – crime
El empleo – job
El/la encargado/a – person in 
charge
El éxito – success
El frigorífico – the fridge

El funcionamiento – operation, 
working
El índice de criminalidad – crime 
rate
El/la propietario/a – owner, 
propietor
Bastar – to be enough
Consumir – to consume 
Crear – to create
Llenar – to fil
Terminar – to finish, end up
Vaciar – to empty
Cualquier(a) – any
Hasta cierto punto – to a certain 
extent

CONVERSATION FILLERS
Conversation fillers (below) give you
time to think and help you to a void a
long pause before you speak:
Bueno… / Pues… - Well…
Vamos a ver… - Let´s see…
Mira… - Look…
No sé… - I don´t know..
Creo que… / Pienso que…- I
think (that)…
Supongo que … - I suppose (that)…
Yo diría que… - I´d say that …

TIME PHRASES
Siempre – always                     Hoy - today
Casi siempre – almost always      Ayer - yesterday
A menudo – often                    Mañana - tomorrow
Normalmente – normally, usually    Generalmente – generally                           
De vez en cuando – now and again  Ya no – no longer        
Casi nunca – almost never           Cada vez más – more and
Nunca – never                        more

CONNECTIVES
Y/e – and   Pero - but         
Sin embargo - however              
O/u – or    También - also  
Además – besides
Ya que/porque - because
Por eso – therefore
Cuando – when 

OPINIONS
Pienso que – I think that 
Creo que – I believe that 
Opino que/A mi modo de ver
– I am of the opinion that
Me parece que – It seems to 
me that

It translates as “would” or “should” in 
English.
To form the conditional, just put the
following endings onto the infinitive:

I  - ía
You – ías
He/she – ía
We – íamos
You (pl) – íais
They – ían

Mi hermano 
ayudaría si 
pudiera -
My brother would
help i f he could

The formation and use 
of the gerund:
The gerund, also called
present participle , is the
form of the verb ending in
–ing in English.
In Spanish, it ś formed by
removing the –ar, -er, -ir
from the infinitive and
adding – ando (AR) or
–iendo (ER, IR).
Hablar – hablando
Correr – corriendo
Escribir - escribiendo

To form the perfect subjunctive ,
start with the 3rd person plu ral
form of the preterite (ending in
–aron, -ieron, -eron), take off –ron
and add the fo llowing endings (the
same for all verbs):
-ra
-ras
-ra
- ŕamos
-rais
-ran
(*accent on the letter before)

Si fuera rico, compraría 
un coche – If I were
rich, I would buy a car
Si tuviera dinero, iría a 
Chile – If I had money, I 
would go to Chile

It tells you what had happened or what
someone had done. Formed like the perfect
tense: haber + past participle, but with the
imperfect tense of haber.
Había Habíamos
Habías Habíais + past participle
Había Habían
Ya había terminado el trabajo 

The Conditional Tense

PLUPERFECT TENSE

IMPERFECT SUBJUNCTIVE and its 
use in “IF” clauses
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This half term we will be talking about how to help fight poverty and environmental problems

Y11 Half Term 1: Ser voluntario: el medio ambiente y la pobreza (H)

GCSE Questions:
¿Qué harías si tuvieras mucho dinero/si te tocara la lotería/si fueras famoso? – Si tuviera mucho dinero/Si me tocara la lotería/Si fuera famoso, compraría/ayudaría/viviría/sería voluntario/trabajaría/defendería…
¿Cuál de estos problemas te parece más grave/importante, el del cambio climático o el de la deforestación? – Creo que el cambio climático/la deforestación es el problema más grave porque…
¿Cuáles son los problemas ecológicos que te parecen más importantes? ¿Por qué?- Creo que los problemas ecológicos más importantes son la deforestación/el tráfico/el cambio climático/las mareas negras porque…
En tu opinión, ¿Cómo será el medio ambiente del planeta en cincuenta años?- En mi opinión, el medio ambiente será peor/mejor/igual porque …
¿Qué haces/vas a hacer para ayudar/recaudar fondos?– Normalmente trabajo/recaudo/soy voluntario en…/ayudo/reciclo… - Ahora no hago nada pero pienso ayudar/recaudar fondos/trabajar/ser voluntario… 

Keywords:
6.1H La importancia de hacer
obras benéficas
El bolsillo – the pocket
El dibujo drawing
La exposición – exhibition 
El ganador – the winner
Las instalaciones – facilities
El medio ambiente – the 
environment
Las obras benéficas – charity, 
charitable works
La pérdida – the loss
El/la político/a – politician
Los recursos – resources
El sida – AIDS
Seropositivo – HIV positive
Perteneciente a – belonging to
Escaso/a – scarce
Andar – to walk
Contribuir – to contribute
Dar asco – to nauseate
Donar – to donate
Ganar – to win
Gastar – to spend
Temer – to fear
En vías de extinción – threatened 
(with extinction)

La central eléctrica – power 
station
El efecto invernadero – greenhouse 
effect
El humo – smoke
El huracán – hurrican
El incendio – fire
La lluvia – rain 
La mancha – the stain 
La marea negra – oil slick
La muerte – the death
El nivel – level
El petrolero – the oil tanker
El pescador – the fisherman
La pescadora – the fisherwoman
El planeta – planet
El riesgo – the risk
La salud – health
La selva – tropical forest, jungle
La sequía – drought
El viento – the wind
Constituir – to constitute
Cortar – to cut, to cut off
Extender – to spread, to stretch
Frenar – to brake, put a stop to
Prever – to foresee
Rescatar – to rescue
Señalar – to indicate 
Vagar – to wander about, to float 
around

Using MODAL VERBS for
recommendations/obligations
Modal verbs include PODER (to be
able/can) and DEBER (to have
to/must), always followed by an
infinitive.
• Debes apagar el cigarril lo – You

must put out your cigarette.

• Podemos hacer mucho más – We
can do a lot more.

When used in the conditional , they have
slightly different meanings:
Deberías hacer más para proteger el
medio ambient e – you ought to do more
to help the environment.
Podríamos reciclar las latas y el vidrio –
We could recycle cans and glass.

USING “Me encanta, me preocupa, etc. with the subjunctive.
You have already used these expressions with nouns and infinitives. “Me    
preocupa no llevar una vida sana” – It worries me not to have a healthy life.”

They can also be used with “que”: Me encanta que… - and sincethese expressions
convey emotions or wishes they are always followed by the subjunctive.
Me molesta que haya… (pobreza) - It bothers me that there is so much (poverty)
Me preocupa que haya… - It worries me that there is…
Me fastidia que sea… / Me irrita que sea… - It annoys me that it be…

EXPRESSING agreement and 
disagreement
Estoy de acuerdo (con) – I 
agree (with)
Estoy a favor (de) – I´m in 
favour of
Estoy en contra (de) – I´m
against
Tienes razón – you ŕe right

Keywords:
7.1H Problemas ecológicos
El agujero – hole
La aldea – (small) village
El atasco – traffic jam, hold-up
El ave (marina) – the sea bird
El calentamiento global – global 
warming
La capa de ozono – ozone layer
El casco – the helmet, hull (of 
ship)
El centenar – about a hundred
La circulación - traffic

7.2H Es importante ayudar a 
los demás
El agua corriente – running water
La comisaría – police station
La corriente – (electric) current, 
electricity supply
La criminalidad – crime
El empleo – job
El/la encargado/a – person in 
charge
El éxito – success
El frigorífico – the fridge

El funcionamiento – operation, 
working
El índice de criminalidad – crime 
rate
El/la propietario/a – owner, 
propietor
Bastar – to be enough
Consumir – to consume 
Crear – to create
Llenar – to fil
Terminar – to finish, end up
Vaciar – to empty
Cualquier(a) – any
Hasta cierto punto – to a certain 
extent

CONVERSATION FILLERS
Conversation fillers (below) give you
time to think and help you to a void a
long pause before you speak:
Bueno… / Pues… - Well…
Vamos a ver… - Let´s see…
Mira… - Look…
No sé… - I don´t know..
Creo que… / Pienso que…- I
think (that)…
Supongo que … - I suppose (that)…
Yo diría que… - I´d say that …

TIME PHRASES
Siempre – always                     Hoy - today
Casi siempre – almost always      Ayer - yesterday
A menudo – often                    Mañana - tomorrow
Normalmente – normally, usually    Generalmente – generally                           
De vez en cuando – now and again  Ya no – no longer        
Casi nunca – almost never           Cada vez más – more and
Nunca – never                        more

CONNECTIVES
Y/e – and   Pero - but         
Sin embargo - however              
O/u – or    También - also  
Además – besides
Ya que/porque - because
Por eso – therefore
Cuando – when 

OPINIONS
Pienso que – I think that 
Creo que – I believe that 
Opino que/A mi modo de ver
– I am of the opinion that
Me parece que – It seems to 
me that

It translates as “would” or “should” in 
English.
To form the conditional, just put the
following endings onto the infinitive:

I  - ía
You – ías
He/she – ía
We – íamos
You (pl) – íais
They – ían

Mi hermano 
ayudaría si 
pudiera -
My brother would
help i f he could

The formation and use 
of the gerund:
The gerund, also called
present participle, is the
form of the verb ending in
–ing in English.
In Spanish, it ś formed by
removing the –ar, -er, -ir
from the infinitive and
adding – ando (AR) or
–iendo (ER, IR).
Hablar – hablando
Correr – corriendo
Escribir - escribiendo

To form the perfect subjunctive ,
start with the 3rd person plu ral
form of the preterite (ending in
–aron, -ieron, -eron), take off –ron
and add the fo llowing endings (the
same for all verbs):
-ra
-ras
-ra
- ŕamos
-rais
-ran
(*accent on the letter before)

Si fuera rico, compraría 
un coche – If I were
rich, I would buy a car
Si tuviera dinero, iría a 
Chile – If I had money, I 
would go to Chile

It tells you what had happened or what
someone had done. Formed like the perfect
tense: haber + past participle, but with the
imperfect tense of haber.
Había Habíamos
Habías Habíais + past participle
Había Habían
Ya había terminado el trabajo 

The Conditional Tense

PLUPERFECT TENSE

IMPERFECT SUBJUNCTIVE and its 
use in “IF” clauses
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The Periodic Table of Elements

* The Lanthanides (atomic numbers 58 – 71) and the Actinides (atomic numbers 90 – 103) have been omitted.  

Relative atomic masses for Cu and Cl have not been rounded to. the nearest whole number.

1 2

1
H

hy drogen

Key 1

4
He

helium

2

7
Li

lithium

3

9
Be

bery llium

4

relative atomic mass
atomic symbol

name

atomic (proton) number

11
B

boron

5

12
C

carbon

6

14
N

nitrogen

7

16
O

oxy gen

8

19
F

f luorine

9

20
Ne
neon

10

23
Na

sodium

11

24
Mg

magnesium

12

27
Al

aluminium

13

28
Si

silicon

14

31
P

phosphorus

15

32
S

sulf ur

16

35.5
Cl

chlorine

17

40
Ar

argon

18

39
K

potassium

19

40
Ca

calcium

20

45
Sc

scandium

21

48
Ti

titanium

22

51
V

v anadium

23

52
Cr

chromium

24

55
Mn

manganese

25

56
Fe
iron

26

59
Co

cobalt

27

59
Ni

nickel

28

63.5
Cu

copper

29

65
Zn
zinc

30

70
Ga

gallium

31

73
Ge

germanium

32

75
As

arsenic

33

79
Se

selenium

34

80
Br

bromine

35

84
Kr

kry pton

36

85
Rb

rubidium

37

88
Sr

strontium

38

89
Y

y ttrium

39

91
Zr

zirconium

40

93
Nb

niobium

41

96
Mo

moly bdenum

42

[98]
Tc

technetium

43

101
Ru

ruthenium

44

103
Rh

rhodium

45

106
Pd

palladium

46

108
Ag
silv er

47

112
Cd

cadmium

48

115
In

indium

49

119
Sn
tin

50

122
Sb

antimony

51

128
Te

tellurium

52

127
I

iodine

53

131
Xe

xenon

54

133
Cs

caesium

55

137
Ba

barium

56

139
La*

lanthanum

57

178
Hf

haf nium

72

181
Ta

tantalum

73

184
W

tungsten

74

186
Re

rhenium

75

190
Os

osmium

76

192
Ir

iridium

77

195
Pt

platinum

78

197
Au
gold

79

201
Hg

mercury

80

204
Tl

thallium

81

207
Pb
lead

82

209
Bi

bismuth

83

[209]
Po

polonium

84

[210]
At

astatine

85

[222]
Rn

radon

86

[223]
Fr

f rancium

87

[226]
Ra

radium

88

[227]
Ac*

actinium

89

[261]
Rf

rutherfordium

104

[262]
Db

dubnium

105

[266]
Sg

seaborgium

106

[264]
Bh

bohrium

107

[277]
Hs

hassium

108

[268]
Mt

meitnerium

109

[271]
Ds

darmstadtium

110

[272]
Rg

roentgenium

111

[285]
Cn

copernicium

112

[286]
Nh

nihonium

113

[289]
FI

f lerovium

114

[289]
Mc

moscovium

115

[293]
Lv

liv ermorium

116

[294]
Ts

tennessine

117

[294]
Og

oganesson

118
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Multiplication Grid & Formulae

1

2

1

2

Quadratic equations

The Quadratic Equation

The solutions of ax2 + bx + c = 0,  

where a ≠ 0, are given by x = - b± (b2-4ac)
2a

Circles

Circumference =
π × diameter, C = πd

CentreCircumference =
2 × π × radius, C = 2πr

Area of a circle =
π x radius squared, A = πr2

Pythagoras

Pythagor as’ Theorem

For a right-angled triangle,

a2 + b2 = c2

c b

a

Trigonometric ratios (new to F)

sin x o  = opp , cos x o  = adj , tan x o  = opp 

hyp hyp adj

hyp
opp

xo

adj

Volumes

Cuboid = l × w  × h

Prism = area of cross section

× length

Cylinder = πr 2 h

Volume of pyramid =

Compound measures

Speed

speed = distance

time

D

S T

Density

density = mass

volume

M

D V

Pressure
The formula for pressure does not need to be learnt, and  

will be given within the relevant examination questions.

Foundation tier formulae Higher tier formulae

Trigonometr ic formulae

Sine Rule a = b = c

sin A sin B sin C

Cosine Rule a2 = b2 + c2 - 2bc cos A

Area of triangle = 1 ab sin C
2

A

b

c

C

a

B

l

h

r

cross  
section

1 × area of base × h
3
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h

Areas

Rectangle = l × w

l

w

Parallelogram = b × h h

b

a

Triangle = 1 b × h
2

b

h

Trapezium = 1 (a + b)h
2

a

h

b

h

w



Equipment



Respect for Faith
We believe that we are a school community rooted in the  

Catholic Christian faith with respect for all faiths, religions 

and  views. All s tudents and staff have the right to express 

their faith  in God and be treated with dignity.

Respect for Self
We believe we are a ll children of God and encourage 

each  other to see this within themselves. We believe 

that our social,  emotional and spiritual development, 

being healthy and happy  are central to our wellbeing.

We believe that we must protect these rights for a ll.

Respect for Others
We believe that everyone deserves respect and we will 

treat  others as we would like to be treated.

Respect for Learning
We believe that s tudents and staff must be prepared in 

order to  make the best of every learning opportunity. We 

bel ieve that  everyone can improve, make progress and 

achieve success. We  believe that developing 

independence and determination is key  to life’s journey.

Respect for the College and Wider Community
We seek to care for our College and serve our local 

community.  We believe that the college envi ronment 

should be respected  and safe.

Students Will:

1. Be proud of their faith and treat all faiths with respect.

2. Show respect, and courtesy to all, treating all members  of 

the school and visitors as they would like to be treated  

themselves. They will make sure the school is a safe place  

for all to express their views and opinions.

3. Value the whole school treating every area with respect  

making sure that every part of the school is clean, tidy and  

litter free.

4. Move around the school calmly, sensibly and safely.

5. Have a ‘positive can do’ attitude to learning, take pride in  

their appearance by wearing a smart uniform, arriving on  

time to lessons with the right equipment.

6. Work to the best of their ability. They will not give up  

even when work is difficult and challenging. They will  take 

responsibility for their actions and for achieving their  

potential.

7. Participate in at least one extra-curricular activity to  

support their social and emotional development.

8. Respect all school expectations and follow the rewards/  

sanctions procedures.

1. Respect the views and opinions of all students, parents  

and colleagues. They will act as role models to students by  

demonstrating patience, respect and fairness.

2. Demonstrate their belief in a growth mindset: that all  

learners can improve, progress and achieve success.

3. Dress smartly for lessons, arrive on time, greet students at  

the door and ensure that learning can begin immediately.

4. Prepare for learning by knowing their students, having  

excellent subject knowledge and ensuring every student is  

challenged and stretched.

5. Create a positive and engaging learning environment  

and ensure that class displays are supportive, relevant,  

encourage resilience and are presentable.

6. Assess learning regularly, create different opportunities  

for students to access learning content and help students  

achieve their personal goals.

7. Promote the health, happiness and well-being of all  

students.

8. Apply the school expectations fairly to all students.

St Joseph’s Mission Statement
O
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STAFF Will:
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